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The Pencil Sketch Effect 
Bryce is advertised as a great landscaping 3D application and we certainly agree. What the pro-
motion often forgets to mention is that Bryce is very versatile. Not only that almost any type of 
artwork can be created, also in what manner the artwork can be represented. There are videos 
showing how Toon shading can be done for cartoons and also how contour enhanced lines (CEL) 
are accomplished directly out of Bryce. 

Bryce is capable of producing renders that emulate the pencil sketch effect. For those who have 
never done pencil sketches may consider a quick Google search for “pencil sketch” and come up 
with nearly three Million pictures. Here is a screenshot of a page that gives you an idea. 

 

Bryce can render your scene in such a manner and how simple this is will be shown here. It all 
comes down to the correct material settings and the right light. 

  

For this tutorial, we have Golden Trinity by David Brinnen to work with. On the left, the original 
render made long ago in Bryce 5.0 and at right what we seek to accomplish in his tutorial, using 
Bryce 7.1 Pro. 
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Setting the Sky 
The first thing we will do is adjusting the sky settings. Obviously, the sky represents the white 
sheet of paper we are sketching on and it should look like a canvas. 

 

Almost everything that can be done in Sky & Fog palette can be done in the appropriate Tabs in 
the Sky Lab, except setting the Sky mode and the colour. First, set Atmosphere Off and change 
whatever colour to white (1). 

Holding down the [Alt]-key and clicking in the thumbnails switches off the sky effects: Shadow 
Intensity (2), Fog (3), Haze (4), Cloud Height (5), Cumulus Cloud Colour (6), Cloud Frequency and 
Amplitude (7). By the way, holding down the [Ctrl]-key and clicking on the thumbnail switches the 
sky effect on. The same can be accomplished in the Sky Lab. 
 

Shadow Intensity (2) switches off Sun/Moon Shadows. This is a global control for all shadows! 
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When in the Sky Lab, Sun & Moon tab, Disable Sun Light, we do not need this light source. 

In the Atmosphere tab, you can see that Fog (3) and Haze (4) are switched off when clicking on 
the third and fourth thumbnail in the Sky & Fog palette. You can do it from the main GUI or here. 

Clicking on either of the thumbnails for the clouds: Cloud Altitude (5), Cloud Coverage (6) or 
Amplitude/Frequency (7) will switch off the other two – one click to disable three controls. Doing 
the same in the Sky Lab, Cloud Cover tab, you have to disable Stratus and Cumulus clouds 
individually. 

 
Setting the Material (simple, generic) 
Start by using the default grey as material for the objects. If the objects are already coloured, just 
reset the materials of all objects to default. Then turn the Diffusion control from 100 back to 0 and 
turn up Specular Halo to full white (red = 255, green = 255 and blue = 255). Specular Halo 
controls the level of reflection blur for Blurry Reflections in the Premium Render Options. Set all 
the controls to 0, Set Reflection to 100 and leave Refraction at 100. 
 

The picture of the Materials Lab shows how the material can be reset to default (1). Move the 
Diffusion control from 100 to 0 (3). Hold down the [Alt]-key and click in the Specular Halo swatch 
(2). This will bring up the Colors dialogue. Make sure RGB is selected and set the three controls to 
255. Make sure all of them are at 255, not 254 or any other number. Move Reflection all the way 
up to 100 (4). 

 
Render Options 
The Render Options must be set to Premium (1) in order to engage Blurry Reflections (2). With a 
low Rays per pixel setting (3, 4), the result gets a bit noisy which suggests that a soft dark pencil 
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was used on a slightly rough sheet of paper. Reducing Maximum Ray Depth from 6 to 3 (5) speeds 
up the render process a bit. Because Specular Halo in the Materials Lab was set to maximum, we 
also get maximal blurriness of the reflection. 
 

With the above render options we are ready to render the model, and here is how it looks like. 

 

This pencil sketch was rendered in 6 minutes as an 800 pixel wide and 600 pixel high picture. 
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Setting the Material (elaborate, specific) 
I followed the simple method and we are either satisfied with the result or not. What we have got 
so far is a pencil sketch from the geometry of the objects, but none from the material. We 
particularly miss the transparent parts on the ship’s back and the ground plane is a bit uniform. 

 

The left side shows the setting for the ground plane in the original render, the right side the new 
setting for the pencil sketch. The textures in channels B and C are the same. The colour for the 
Specular Halo was changed (1), but it was not set to fully white (255/255/255) but rather to 200 
for all three colours to reduce scattering. Diffusion, Ambience and Specularity (2) were set to 0. In 
the original scene, Reflection is controlled by texture channel C (3), this has been reset and 
Reflection set to maximum. 

 

The ground plane rendered with the material settings shown above right. If you compare it with 
the one above that used the simple material settings, you notice that there are more details, the 
objects appear to cast some shadow (actually reflection) and the plane looks more interesting. 

The next material to be changed is for the columns (Families 6, 23 and 24). They have transparent 
elements in them and this transparency must not be destroyed. Specular Halo was set to 
maximum (1), Diffusion and Ambience reset to 0 (2), also Bump (3). Reflection was turned up to 
100 (4). The textures in channels A, B and C were left unchanged. The texture in channel A 
controls the transparency, and this setting had to remain. The setting for Family 12 is identical, 
except Metallicity was added with a level of 50 (not shown in the picture below). 
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For the ship (Family 21), Specular Halo (1) was set to maximum, Diffusion, Ambiance and 
Specularity were reset to 0 and Metallicity reduced to 50 (2). Reflection was turned up to 100 (3). 
The textures in channels A and B are identical. 

 

The pyramids at the foot of the columns (Family 22) have Specular Halo maxed out (1), Diffusion, 
Ambience, Specularity and Metallicity were reset to 0 (2). Reflection was set to 100 (3). 
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The inside of the columns (Family 11) was also adapted. Again, Specular Halo was set to 
maximum 255/255/255 (1). Diffusion, Ambience and Specularity were reset to 0, and Metallicity 
halved to 50 (2). Finally, Reflection was set to 100 (3). 

 

The settings of the Render Options were not changed. The scene with the adjusted materials on 
the objects renders in about 13 minutes as an 800 pixel by 600 pixel document. 
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This render took a bit more than double the time to render than the one with the generic 
materials. This is mainly due to the transparency setting of some objects. On the other hand, this 
pencil sketch looks much more interesting and resembles more to the original. 

 
Trying a Landscape 
How does this method work for a landscape? Here is the landscape we try to work with. 
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The left render is the initial artwork which should look somewhat natural. At right, this landscape 
was rendered more or less as a cartoon picture. Perhaps not completely convincing but it is at 
least considerably simplified. Below, the same landscape rendered as a pencil sketch. The 
materials were all reset like shown for the simple/generic type, sky and render settings are as 
outlined above at the beginning of this tutorial. 
 

 

What we see is just the geometry of the mountains, the ship and the sea. However, the landscape 
geometry is interesting enough as it is and there was no need to introduce more complexity using 
bump. The ship is hard to make out in all the noise. It ought to be bigger if the rather noisy 
setting of 36 rays per pixel is used. Otherwise, I think this example turned out quite satisfactory. 

 
Adding Haze and Clouds 
When I first watched David’s video, I was very much excited about the results that can be 
achieved quite quickly on an object. Using this method on landscapes makes it a bit limited 
because haze is a means to make things appear farther away than others. And sometimes, there 
are clouds in the sky. Can we use this pencil sketch method successfully with clouds and haze? 

Here are my preliminary experiments and hopefully, the gentle reader will improve them. The 
simple or generic materials settings were used for the experiment. Also, I started with the sky 
settings shown at the beginning. The following modifications were applied. 
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If all values of Color Perspective (2) are set to maximum, everything gets monochrome and Haze 
Density and Haze Thickness (1) can stay low to give the second mountain (b) some haze and the 
third one (c) more. The preview is almost unusable and you will have to render the scene to get a 
proper view what you have adjusted. 
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In the Cloud tab, enable some cloud type; I used Cumulus (1). Then click on Edit (2) to open the 
DTE (Deep Texture Editor) and select or create a procedural (see following picture) and adjust the 
clouds (3) to fit your needs. Again, it is difficult to work with the preview. 
 

From the DTE, the Textures library can be accessed by clicking on the upper button on the right 
side of the combination picture (1). I used from Basic (2) Red Fractal (3) because it looked like a 
texture that has no blurred outlines. You may create an appropriate texture directly in the DTE 
without resorting to the Texture library. For the clouds in the Sky Lab, only Alpha (4) is used, 
disable C (colour) and B (bump). 

When accepting the texture, you get back into 
the Sky Lab, Cloud Cover tab, where you ad-
just the Cloud Cover, Cloud Height, Frequency 
and Amplitude. 

These are the values I used for the clouds and 
the haze. You may need completely different 
settings for your scene. 

At right is the result rendered with 36 rays per 
pixel within a couple of minutes as a 800 pixel 
by 600 pixel picture. It is very noisy, and the 
ship is difficult to make out. The same setup 
was rendered with 256 rays per pixel. 

 

The result is shown below. The time to render was a bit more than ¾ hours and it looks almost 
like a monochrome airbrush painting. The mountains appear not as glossy as on the example 
above without clouds and haze. On the other hand, the sky is brighter than the mountains and the 
depth of the landscape is retained thanks to the haze setting. The ship can clearly be seen. 
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Authors 
David Brinnen: supplied the ideas for the material settings (generic and specific), the sky and 
render option settings. He documented his findings in the video Pencil Sketch Effect. 

Horo Wernli: wrote the tutorial on David’s request; it is based on the video. Adding haze and 
clouds came as a second thought when repeating the instructions given in the video. A short video 
Pencil Sketch Cloud & Haze covers this addition. 
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